Graduate Work Placement

ATMC has recently combined with the Australian Computer Society (ACS) and Federation University Australia (FUA) to recruit and deploy high-achieving international IT graduates into a new graduate student initiative within its own organisation.

“The quality of teaching at ATMC is exceptional. The teachers understand the requirements of international students and cater for their needs.”

Bhushan Patel
Work Placement at ATMC

ATMC Graduate Work Placement initiative

ATMC is a partner provider with two highly regarded Australian universities with proven strengths in Information Technology and Business studies.

Federation University Australia (FUA) which is proudly Australia’s third oldest university and Charles Darwin University (CDU) which according to the Times Higher Education World University Rankings of 2012 was ranked in the top 2% of world universities. ATMC has one campus based in Sydney, one campus based in Geelong and one campus based in Melbourne as a partner provider for FUA. ATMC also has a campus in Melbourne for CDU and another campus in Melbourne for ATMC’s English and Pathway College requirements. ATMC also has a Master of Business Administration College in Sri Lanka and is associated with the Australian Skills Development Academies in India.

The efforts of a team of well-qualified, diverse and enthusiastic staff, highly professional governance and hard working agents has seen ATMC’s student numbers grow strongly. The College’s range of courses offered at Diploma, Bachelor and Masters degree level are sought after and ‘word of mouth’ has helped establish its reputation. ATMC works in partnership with FUA and CDU to provide students with a high quality education.

Students at ATMC’s Melbourne and Sydney campuses enjoy studying in two of the most liveable cities in the world and ATMC’s Geelong campus is in a sensibly priced city that offers a great alternative for students seeking a regional location and lifestyle.

ATMC has recently combined with the Australian Computer Society (ACS) and FUA to recruit and deploy high-achieving international IT graduates into a new graduate student initiative within its own organisation. The initiative involves recent graduates from ATMC joining a program which will deliver a beneficial package over 12 months, including:

- A Graduate Certificate from Federation University Australia (gaining ACS Professional Year Accreditation) and an associated ACS Foundation Scholarship;
- An internship based on appropriate work within ATMC, including full payment of university fees; and
- High-quality Professional Development which will equip participants for ongoing IT careers in many contexts both within Australia and internationally.

Student Testimonial

Bhushan Patel

Bhushan from Surat, Gujarat in India came to Australia to study a Bachelor of Information Technology at ATMC.

“I found that studying at ATMC suited my needs of a smaller class size which usually provides a chance for personalised attention by the teaching staff. The quality of teaching at ATMC is exceptional. The teachers understand the requirements of international students and cater for their needs. I felt very comfortable while interacting with the teachers who were quite open when I had a query.

At ATMC I am going to be responsible for providing IT support level 1, 2, and 3 to the ATMC staff and students, through various modes which include telephone, emails and face-to-face. It will also include maintaining and configuring network equipment, servers, printers, computers, software and other peripherals.”

www.atmc.vic.edu.au